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Abstract
The substitution of ATM transport by IP in future UMTS Radio Access Networks (UTRAN) introduces several
performance challenges that need to be addressed to guarantee the feasibility of its deployment. The significant
increase of the overhead requires of header compression and multiplexing methods to achieve a usage of the
UTRAN resources similar to the ATM one. Additionally, the specific UTRAN transport needs require the adaptation
of standard packet scheduling mechanisms to efficiently use the network resources while providing the required
QoS. Our results show that, applying header compression plus multiplexing techniques and taking into account
the specific UTRAN synchronization requirements for QoS scheduling, very significant performance improvements
can be obtained.
Index Terms
IP, RAN, Iub interface, QoS, WFQ, EDF.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Universal Mobile Telephony System (UMTS), which has been specifically designed to support
mobile multimedia communications, is being slowly introduced in parallel to the available second generation cellular networks to become, in the near future, the replacement of current cellular systems. UMTS
has been standardized and developed with the main objectives of improving the multimedia transmission
quality while guaranteeing broadband communications and allowing users ubiquitous access.
At the end of 1999, 3GPP (Third Generation Partnership Project) started working toward an All-IP
architecture. The architecture evolution was driven by two main objectives: independence of the transport
and control layer to ease the implementation of new applications up to the mobile terminal and operation
and maintenance optimization for the access network. During the transition from 3G to All-IP systems,
the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) and Core Network (CN) should evolve toward
the IP transport solution as an alternative to the original asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) transport.
The substitution of the ATM transport in the UTRAN by IP (IP-RAN) has already been proposed and
specified by 3GPP for Release 5 [1], Figure 1 depicts the IP-RAN architecture. However, this substitution
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raises several issues in order to make an efficient use of the network that have not been solved yet by
3GPP:
1) The protocol overhead increases significantly when IP transport is considered as compared to ATM.
Mechanisms to improve the IP transport efficiency have to be engineered to guarantee the feasibility
of UMTS IP-based radio access networks.
2) Due to the ‘best effort’ nature of IP, the actual level of QoS the network is able to guarantee to
applications is uncertain. Methods to guarantee QoS differentiation while keeping the efficient use
of the UTRAN resources are required to meet applications’ needs
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Even though the problem of properly supporting IP in the RAN is a recent topic, it has already
received some attention in the literature. 3GPP standardization has started discussions on the convenience
of adopting IP-RAN as can be observed for instance in the technical report [1]. A study comparing the
efficiency of ATM and IP transport was performed by the MWIF (Mobile Wireless Internet Forum) and
can be found in [2]. Venken et al. [3] identified the need for admission control for voice traffic in IP-RAN.
Finally, Kasera et al. [4] proposed an admission control scheme for IP-RAN.

In the following sections we present our proposed solutions to alleviate the aforementioned unefficiencies. We describe and evaluate first a multiplexing scheme that improves the efficiency of the transport
between the RNC and the Node-Bs. Then, in Section III, we propose a scheduling mechanism adapted
to the UMTS radio access network transport requirements and application needs. Finally, a summary of
the main results concludes the paper.
II. R ADIO ACCESS N ETWORK IP T RANSPORT OVERHEAD
In this section we study the protocol overhead introduced in the Radio Access Network (RAN) when
IP transport is used and evaluate possible optimizations for its reduction.
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Nowadays, the predominant traffic in current cellular networks is voice traffic. The evolution of UMTS
networks toward IP transport introduces the possibility of migrating current circuit-switched voice calls to
the packet-switched domain using Voice over IP (VoIP). However, in an IP-based UTRAN, the overhead
required to transmit each single VoIP packet largely exceeds the actual information carried per packet
resulting in an unefficient use of the scarce networks resources specially in the wireless medium and in
the last-mile links. Table I shows the amount of payload generated by an AMR codec at the data rate
12.2 kbps and the required overhead to transmit this payload in the UTRAN. Note that link layer and
physical layer overheads have been omitted.
To reduce part of this overhead header compression schemes can be considered. Robust Header Compression (RoHC), which has been specially designed for the case of wireless links, can compress the RTP,
UDP and IPv6 headers together. In [5] a performance study of the header reduction achieved by RoHC
was done reporting an average size for the compressed header of 6 bytes. Table II shows the resulting
overhead when RoHC is considered.
Full header case
AMR Payload
AMR Frame Overhead
RTP AMR profile
RTP
UDP
IPv6
UDP
IPv6

bits
244
19
10
96
64
320
64
320

RoHC header case
AMR Payload
AMR Frame Overhead
RoHC(RTP/UDP/IPv6)
UDP
IPv6

bits
244
19
48
64
320

PPP multiplexing case
N × AMR Payload
N × AMR Frame Overhead
N × RoHC(RTP/UDP/IPv6)
PPPmux
PPP
L2TP
UDP
IPv6

bits
244
19
48
32
16
96
64
320

TABLE II
TABLE I
VO IP PAYLOAD VERSUS OVERHEAD IN
THE FULL HEADER CASE .

VO IP PAYLOAD VERSUS OVERHEAD IN
THE

RO HC HEADER CASE .

TABLE III
VO IP PAYLOAD VERSUS OVERHEAD IN
THE

PPP MULTIPLEXING CASE .

The RoHC solution solves the first part of the problem corresponding to the reduction of the overhead
in the air interface. Unfortunately, since we can assume neither direct links from the Node-Bs to the RNC
nor RoHC-capable IP routers in the path, we can not apply the same mechanism to reduce the overhead
introduced by the IP transport in the UTRAN. This problem has already been studied in the literature
resulting in similar solutions [2], [6], [7], [8]. The proposed solutions reduce the IP transport overhead
by multiplexing several packets from different connections into a single packet. A multiplexed packet, in
contrast to a packet with a compressed header, is an ordinary IP packet and can be transparently routed
through the Internet.
The Mobile Wireless Internet Forum studied this issue in [2] where different parties proposed several
multiplexing schemes and evaluated their performance. The results of this study have been introduced in
a 3GPP technical report as possible solution [6] but no recommendation is given. As a result, it can not
be guaranteed that UTRAN equipment from different vendors will be compatible when a multiplexing
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scheme is used if different mechanisms are chosen. A multiplexing scheme based in PPP multiplexing
is presented in [7]. The advantage of this scheme as compared to other ones is that it is based in a
standardized solution [8]. The overhead required by this solution for the AMR VoIP case is detailed in
table III where N refers to the number of voice packets being multiplexed. Figure 2 depicts the protocol
stack proposed to be used for the multiplexing case which is like the one presented in [7] with the
difference that no compression is considered for L2TP and UDP since no standard solution is available
and no multiclass multiplexing is used due to their different QoS requirements.
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A. Simulation Scenario
The scenario chosen for the analysis of the overhead gains is similar to the one depicted in figure 1. It
consists of a variable number of UEs uniformly distributed along the coverage area of 5 NodeBs and of
an RNC connected to the Node-Bs through a bottleneck link. The bottleneck link is emulated as one E1
link (2048 kbps capacity).
Since voice is currently the predominant application in wireless networks and is supposed to be the
main application generating traffic in 3G networks in the near future, we consider two different scenarios
where the mix of VoIP traffic with other multimedia traffic increases progressively. The first scenario
represents a ’Mid-term’ scenario where multimedia users represent 20% of the total number of users and
the other 80% are VoIP ones. In the second scenario, denoted as ’Long-term’, the number of VoIP users
and of other multimedia traffic are equal, i.e., 50% each group.
Since UMTS defines four different types of classes depending on their QoS requirements [9], see
Table IV, we divided the multimedia users generating traffic different than VoIP as shown in Table V.
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Background traffic was selected as the most significant after Conversational (VoIP) because of the wide
spread e-mail usage.
Traffic Class
Error tolerant
Error intolerant

Conversational
Voice and Video
Telnet, Games

Streaming
Video and Audio
Still Image

Interactive
E-commerce
Web Browsing

Background
Fax
E-mail

TABLE IV
UMTS T RAFFIC C LASSES .

Traffic Class
Mid-term
Long-term

Conversational
80%
50%

Streaming
5%
10%

Interactive
5%
10%

Background
10%
30%

TABLE V
D ISTRIBUTION OF

THE NUMBER OF USERS OF EACH

Q O S CLASS USED ON

EACH SCENARIO .

In the following we describe the characteristics of the traffic generated by each different class:
•

Conversational AMR [10] is the chosen voice codec for VoIP for future IP-based UMTS networks [6].
We modeled the AMR VoIP traffic generated by a UE as a Markov chain where a VoIP source during
a call session can be in the ON or OFF state, generating a rate of 12.2 kbps or 1.8 kbps, respectively.
The permanence time in the ON and OFF state is 3 seconds in average.

•

Streaming MPEG-4 streaming of the movie Jurassic Park (average rate 35kbps, frames generated
every 40ms [11]).

•

Interactive Web traffic, page interarrival time exponentially distributed with mean 60 seconds and an
average page size of 7250 bytes.

•

Background Short FTP downloads, inter-request time exponentially distributed with a mean of 10s,
file size exponentially distributed with a mean of 10 kbytes.

The performance metric of interest to determine the gain achieved by using RoHC or the multiplexing
mechanism is the maximum throughput observed in the bottleneck link of 2048 Kbits capacity. Additionally, since the multiplexing scheme increases the delay for transmitting a packet we computed the
average increase in the delay experienced by VoIP packets which are the ones with the most stringent
delay requirements as an indication of the ’cost’ of this mechanism. In our study we have focused in
the downlink direction (RNC to UEs) as the most relevant case for studying the achievable gain in the
number of users since, except for the case of VoIP, usually users tend to ’download’ more information
from the network than to ’upload’ it.
The multiplexing is performed at the RNC as depicted in Figure 3. When data packets arrive to
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the multiplexing module, they are classified depending on their traffic class and inserted into their
corresponding multiplexing buffer. Then containers of each traffic class are filled and sent with the
corresponding data when either the maximum size threshold or the timeout threshold is triggered. For
this experiment we have set the maximum size threshold for all classes to 12000 bits and the timeout
threshold to 10ms. These values have been chosen considering the maximum ethernet MTU size (12000
bits) and the usual timing requirements (20ms) for the transmission between the RNC and the Node-Bs
(Iub interface). The Iub interface requirements will be explained in Section III-A. The proper selection
of the values of these two thresholds determine the maximum achievable multiplexing gain and also the
delay introduced by the multiplexing module.
We did not evaluate the performance differences when considering different threshold values since the
aim of our work was to determine whether such a mechanism would be useful to reduce the overhead
using ’reasonable’ threshold configurations rather than finding the ’optimal’ configuration parameters
which would depend on the scenario considered.
Multiplexing buffers

IF

Size Threshold

OR

Time Threshold

empty buffer

Input stream

Classifier

Conversational
Streaming

Send Container

Interactive
Background

Fig. 3.

Multiplexing scheme applied at the RNC (downlink) or Node-Bs (uplink)

B. Performance Evaluation & Discussion
In this section, we evaluate via simulation the performance improvement that results from implementing
the described RoHC and multiplexing scheme. The results have been obtained using the OPNET [12]
simulator in the scenario already described. The simulations required to modify the UMTS R’99 elements
provided by OPNET in order to emulate the IP-RAN architecture previously described, e.g., substitution
of ATM transport by IP, and to include the RoHC and multiplexing mechanisms.
1) Mid-term scenario: Figure 4 depicts the results with respect to the maximum observed throughput
in the bottleneck link for the case of ’Mid-term’ scenario for each of the three cases: full header, RoHC
and RoHC plus multiplexing. As expected, when the number of UEs increases, the usage of RoHC and
of the multiplexing scheme plus RoHC allows for a much larger number of UEs using the bottleneck link
before it gets congested. The gain in the number of UEs that can be accepted with respect to the full
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header case considering the bottleneck link capacity is around 80% for RoHC and about 140% for the
multiplexing plus RoHC case.
On the other hand, Figure 5 shows that the significant overhead gain of the multiplexing comes at the
cost of additional delay at the Iub interface. RoHC represents an intermediate case where the overhead
reduction is not as significant as when using multiplexing but it does not introduce additional delay and
actually presents better results than the full header case due to the smaller size of the packets. Note that
in the RoHC plus multiplexing case even though the average delay value starts from a large value due to
the multiplexing time, the slope increases slower according to an increasing number of UEs.
2) Long-term scenario: In the long-term scenario the gains get further reduced with respect to the
bandwidth utilization, see Figure 6. RoHC advantages diminish (50% instead of 80%) because the payload
of the packets of classes different than conversational are larger yielding a better ratio payload/overhead.
The RoHC plus multiplexing scheme benefits are lower also because of the higher probability of sending
multiplexed packets of a smaller payload, around 100% gain instead of 140%.
Figure 7 shows similar results for the delay as the ones already described in the previous scenarios.
The same reasoning for the differences applies here.
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III. Q O S

FOR

IP- BASED UTRAN

As pointed out in the introduction, the possibility of substituting in future UMTS networks the ATM
transport in the UTRAN by IP introduces several challenges regarding the QoS provided to the applications
and the efficient use of the UTRAN scarce resources that require to be addressed. In this section the
specific requirements of the communication between the RNC and the Node-Bs are explained followed
by a description and evaluation of our proposed QoS scheduling method which aims at taking into account
both the UTRAN synchronization requirements and the QoS application needs.
A. Iub Interface Specific Requirements
The communication between the RNC and the Node-Bs (Iub interface) has specific synchronization
requirements for packets sent through a dedicated channel (DCH) as described in [13]. As in the previous
section, we focus on the downlink direction (RNC to UEs) since it is the most restrictive one. In the
following, the two synchronization requirements that apply to the downlink communication are described.
•

First, the fact that the RNC already creates the radio frames that are going to be sent by the Node-B
over the air interface, i.e., assigns to each particular radio frame a connection frame number, results in
a synchronization requirement which specifies that packets have to arrive at the Node-Bs at a certain
instant with a maximum deviation corresponding to a specific receiving window value [13]. Packets
arriving at an instant of time above or below this maximum deviation trigger a timing adjustment
process that is used to keep the synchronization of the DCH data stream in the downlink direction (see
Figure 8). If packets arrive at an instant of time above a fixed maximum deviation they are discarded
since the reserved resources are not available anymore. As a result, the Iub interface synchronization
is of major importance to guarantee an efficient use of the resources available at the air interface.
Downlink Data
Frame #152
received:

Early

Ok

Late

Drop

Receiving
Window
Timing
adjustment

Downlink radio
frames

Fig. 8.
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RNC to Node-B Synchronization

Second, the soft- and softer-handover mechanisms require the arrival of the radio frames at the UE received via different Node-Bs/sectors within a certain time interval to allow for a selection/combination
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of the received frames. If this synchronization requirement is not fulfilled, the quality of service
experienced for this connection will be degradated and the resources used in the wired and wireless
part wasted. Figure 9 depicts the soft/softer-handover mechanism.
Downlink Soft
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UE

UMTS Core Network

Router
RNC
Node-B

UE

Downlink Soft
Handover traffic
Node-B

Fig. 9.

Soft handover synchronization requirements

In practice, these two synchronization requirements result in all packets sent by the RNC to the NodeBs having a common delay deadline to fulfill to meet at the same time both requirements. Therefore, all
packets traversing the Iub interface in the downlink direction have to fulfill delay requirements.
B. Standard Packet Scheduling Mechanisms
In the following section we briefly explain the reasons why the usage of standard scheduling mechanisms
at the intermediate routers is not suited to deal with the synchronization requirements described in the
previous section.

Strict Priority Scheduling : The simplest solution to provide lower delays to delay-sensitive packets than
to delay-insensitive packets is to schedule packets with strict Priority Scheduling (PS). This scheduling
consists in transmitting always the packets of the highest priority class available.

bottleneck link

RNC

Fig. 10.

PS

Node
B

Priority scheduling at the router

Weighted Fair Queuing Scheduling: An alternative to Strict Priority scheduling that allows providing
bandwidth guarantees to all packets is Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ), also known in earlier literature
as packet generalized processor sharing (PGPS) [14]. This scheduling requires continuosly recalculating
of the scheduling sequence so that the next queue to be serviced is the one that needs to be serviced to
meet its long-term average bandwidth. Provisioning a larger weight to high priority traffic we ensure that,
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in case of overload, low priority packets are dropped before higher priority ones. The advantage of this
solution in comparison to strict priority is that it allows trading-off some non-critical additional delay for
higher priority classes in order to provide a better QoS to lower priority classes.
Earliest-Deadline-First Scheduling: An Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) scheduler [15] assigns each arriving packet a time stamp corresponding to its deadline, i.e., a packet from connection j with a deadline
dj that arrives at the scheduler at time t is assigned a time stamp of t + d j . The EDF scheduler always
selects the packet with the lowest deadline for transmission. In the case subject of study, this kind of
scheduling has the advantage as compared to WFQ of being able to schedule explicitly based on the
synchronization requirements which is the most stringent requirement that applies to the Iub interface.

All the standard scheduling solutions described suffer from the same major drawback: they do not take
advantage of the relaxed delay requirements of low priority packets since, because of performing the
differentiated scheduling once the Iub interface synchronization requirements apply, all packets have to
fulfill exactly the same delay deadline and thus, it is no longer possible to delay some of them without
risking their arrival on time at the Node-B. Therefore, these solutions do not perform well in our scenario
since, under congestion, packets with low priority will very likely reach their destination with a delay
larger than their deadline and will therefore be dropped, resulting in useless consumed bandwidth both
in the bottleneck links and in the air interface.

C. Differentiated Packet Scheduling Design for UTRAN
In order to achieve the objectives stated at the beginning of this section of designnig a scheduling
mechanism that takes into account both the Iub interface synchronization requirements and the application
QoS needs to guarantee an efficient use of the UTRAN scarce resources we design the differentiated
downlink packet scheduling described in the following.
We have previously seen that, in order to provide better QoS service to high priority packets, standard
differentiated scheduling methods at intermediate routers in the path from the RNC to the Node-Bs are not
a good option due to several reasons. Our proposed alternative to overcome these problems is to schedule
packets at the RNC according to their priorities as the receiving window constraint only starts counting
once the connection frame number has been assigned by the RNC. By delaying packets at the RNC
instead of at the intermediate routers a differentiation based on the different QoS application requirements
is possible without the cost of risking that due to this additional delay the packets will not fulfill the Iub
synchronization deadline.
Based on the different standard packet scheduling mechanisms described in the previous section we
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consider EDF as the best suited method to provide the desired QoS differentiation in this case, while
fulfilling the Iub synchronization requirements, since an explicit reference to the time deadlines to be
fulfilled is possible. Note however that similar results could be obtained with WFQ with the single
drawback of requiring a higher configuration effort due to the non-explicit relationship of the assigned
weights to the resulting delay.
RNC
Conversational
Node
B
Router

Streaming

Interactive

Router

EDF

Background

Fig. 11.

Node
B

Node
B

Differentiated Downlink Scheduling at the RNC

Figure 11 depicts our scheduling proposal. Packets arriving to the RNC to be delivered to a Node-B
are classified depending on their QoS class and buffered in their corresponding queue. A deadline is
assigned to each packet based on their arrival time and the traffic category. The RNC schedules then the
transmission of the packets to the Node-Bs based on the deadlines of the first packet of each queue using
the EDF method. If a multiplexing scheme is used, e.g., the one described in Section II, the scheduling
is applied to the multiplexed packets taking into account the deadline of the first packet inserted in the
container of each traffic class. Note that the proposal relies in a proper admission control performed at
the core network to guarantee that enough resources are available to fulfill the accepted services.
The proposed scheduling performed at the RNC aims at fulfilling the following objectives:
•

Maximize the efficiency of the usage of the potentially low capacity links between the RNC and the
Node-Bs by only sending through these links the packets that will arrive on time (i.e., before the
deadline associated to the receiving window).

•

Maximize the efficiency of the air interface usage, by ensuring that all packets that leave the RNC
and therefore have a connection frame number assigned in the air interface, are not dropped but reach
the Node-Bs with a delay lower than their deadline.

•

Provide packets with a delay appropriate to their requirements (e.g., VoIP packets can be scheduled
with a lower delay than Best Effort data packets).

Additionally, the intermediate routers do not need to support any kind of differentiated scheduling in
the downlink direction since it has been already performed at the RNC.
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D. Performance Evaluation & Discussion
In this section we evaluate via simulation the performance improvement that results from implementing
our proposed EDF downlink packet scheduling at the RNC instead of standard QoS scheduling mechanism
as WFQ or simple FIFO scheduling at the bottleneck router. The results have been obtained with the
OPNET simulator in the scenario described below. The simulations required to implement our proposed
scheduling mechanism at the RNC. The scenario chosen for the simulations is the same as the one used
in Section II.
Since we are interested in evaluating the improvement in the performance when different QoS scheduling
mechanisms are used we focus on the ’Mid-term’ and ’Long-term’ scenarios previously described (see
Table V) where UEs generating traffic with different QoS requirements are considered. Based on the
improvement in the performance observed in the results presented in Section II we consider for this study
the case of using the described multiplexing scheme in the Iub interface and RoHC in the air interface.
The Transmission Time Interval (TTI) considered for this study is of 20ms and the maximum delay
allowed after the TTI before discarding the packet is 5ms. The configuration for the WFQ scheduler at
the intermediate router has been obtained empirically through simulation, when the bottleneck link is not
congested, with the single objective of providing a lower delay to the classes with a higher priority. The
EDF scheduler has been configured with deadlines multiple of the TTI and different for each QoS class.
The deadlines chosen based on the considerations provided in [16] and [9] are: 20ms for Conversational,
40ms for Streaming, 100ms for Interactive and 200ms for Background.
1) Iub Interface Delay: We investigate first the differences in the delay experienced by each QoS
class when the three different scheduling mechanisms are used in the 80-20 user mix case. In Figure
12 we can observe that, as expected, while the FIFO scheduling provides a very similar delay for all
classes the WFQ scheduling introduces differentiation between them based on the weights assigned. A
small differentiation is observed though in the FIFO case due to the different frame generation rate of the
applications that results in the QoS classes generating traffic less often observing a larger queue length
than the ones generating more often. Even though by introducing WFQ scheduling in the intermediate
router the QoS perfromance improves, the improvement is minor as compared to the case of performing
EDF scheduling at the RNC. As commented before, the fact of performing the scheduling at the RNC
instead of after leaving it allows to delay low priority packets when the Iub interface receiving window
requirement does not apply yet. Additionally, since with our proposal the connection frame number is set
once the packet is ready to be sent by the RNC, the Iub interface delay is lower because the multiplexing
delay is excluded.
Similar results are obtained in the 50-50 user mix case, as shown in Figure 13, where the main difference
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now is that, due to the larger amount of lower priority traffic, a higher differentiation can be obtained by
the WFQ and EDF scheduling schemes. A particular case can be observed in congestion conditions (100
and 120 UEs) for the FIFO scheduler where the the Interactive class experiences a slightly higher delay
than the Background one. This is just due to our specific 50-50 user mix case (30% of Background users
and 10% of Interactive ones) and application traffic characteristics which results in the Background traffic
observing a queue length shorter than the Interactive traffic.
In the rest of the experiments we focus on the 100 UEs case as the most relevant one for our study
since it is the first case where for both user mix cases some traffic classes experience a delay above the
configured maximum of 25ms before the packets are discarded.
2) Iub Interface Packet Error Rate: Figures 14 and 15 provide details on the change in the delay
distribution, cumulative distribution function (cdf), for the different QoS classes introduced by the two
QoS scheduling mechanisms as compared to plain FIFO. As we can observe, in the 80-20 user mix case,
WFQ manages to significantly improve the FIFO performance by trading-off some additional delay for
the different classes. On the other hand, in the 50-50 user mix case the WFQ configuration chosen favours
in excess the conversational class resulting in a poor performance with regard to the additional delay for
the rest of the classes as compared to the FIFO case. Finally, the EDF scheduling at the RNC shows a
clear improvement in the delay observed for both cases with respect to the other two scheduling methods
with the additional advantage of improving the control of the jitter.
The results with respect to the packet error rate observed at the Iub interface, corresponding to the
delay results previously presented, are shown in Figures 16 and 17. As expected, the results perfectly
match the delay distribution ones where while the EDF scheduler manages to keep all the values below
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the dropping threshold at the Node-Bs, the WFQ scheduler improves mainly the packet losses for the
Conversational class and depending on the configuration also for the rest of the classes. The particular
case already observed in the delay graph for the 50-50 user mix case is reproduced here where due to the
configured traffic mix for this case the losses for the interactive class are higher than for the background
one.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper several issues that arise when IP transport is introduced in the UTRAN have been addressed.
The significant increase of the overhead requires of header compression and multiplexing methods to
achieve at least a usage of the UTRAN resources similar to the one when ATM transport is used. Otherwise,
the relevant increase in the network running costs due to capacity problems would threaten the actual
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deployment in the future of IP-based RANs. Additionally, the specific UTRAN transport requirements
force the adaptation of the standard packet scheduling mechanisms to make an efficient use of the network
resources while providing the required QoS.
In Section II a multiplexing scheme to reduce the overhead for the IP transport in the Iub interface
has been described and analyzed. The study covers two different scenarios where the number of users
generating traffic different than VoIP increased gradually. The results show that by combining header
compression and multiplexing methods the efficiency in the usage of the UTRAN resources can increase
significantly (between 100% and 140% in our scenarios).
In Section III we proposed a differentiated scheduling mechanism based on EDF that fulfills the Iub
interface specific requirements while providing the QoS differentiation required by the applications. The
method, whose main novelty is to perform the scheduling at the RNC instead of at intermediate routers,
allows to make use of the different QoS application needs without interfering with the UTRAN transport
requirements resulting in a relevant improvement with respect to the Iub interface delay and the packet
error rate. The main drawback of our proposal is the increase in the complexity at the RNC because of
setting the connection frame number to the radio frames at the instant when the regular IP packets or
multiplexed ones have to be sent. However, the proposal has been discussed with actual RNC implementors
which indicated that it would be feasible in practice.
Based on our results we can conclude that by using standard mechanisms adapted to the IP-based
UTRAN specific requirements a significant enhancement of the network performance can be achieved.
This enhancement though comes at the cost of a non-negligible increase of the network functionality
complexity that has to be carefully considered when substituing the ATM transport by IP.
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